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The aim of this project is to make 
students aware of the different 
ways of communication through 
art and how this art becomes part 

of our own heritage. We tried to provide children with the op-
portunity of exploring emblematic artists from their own coun-
try and to promote creativity and knowledge by searching 
and using different techniques to create their own art based on 
the work of these artists and to  present it to others.  

As we share our work with the rest of the partners, all of us will 
learn about art heritage in all countries involved. We will be 
able to compare and value the importance of art as a way to 
communicate not only own thoughts and ideas but own cul-
ture as well. 

In this attempt, we must thank the Guggenheim museum of 
Bilbao that has helped us with its programme “ Learning 
Through Art” and has given us the possibility to meet and en-
joy Jorge Rubio´s lessons. 

Even if it was not easy to make a choice among Basque artists, 
at last we decided on: JOSE LUIS ZUMETA, JORGE OTEIZA and 
IBON ARANBERRI. In the next pages you can find a summary 
of  the work and the research made by students. 
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Jose luis Zumeta was born in Usurbil (Gipuzkoa)in 1939. 

Zumeta studied in the School of Arts and Crafts in San Sebas-
tian.  

He started to work in Graphs Valverde of San Sebastian when 
he was 14.  

Zumeta won the national Gold Medal in the youth painting 
competition held in Madrid when he was 19. 

He moved to Paris in 1959. He studied French art. 

Zumeta settled in Hondarribia ( Gipuzkoa)in 1960. He began to 
work with the sculptor Remigio Mendiburu and participated in 
his first exhibition in San Sebastian. Between 1962 and 1963 
Zumeta lived in Stockholm and London. 

In 1965, back in the Basque Country, he founded the group 
Gaur with Jorge Oteiza, Eduardo Chillida, Remigio Mendiburu, 
Nestor Basterretxea, Rafael Ruiz Balberdi, Amable Arias and 
Sistiago.  

Zumeta got his second award in 1967  when he won the prize of 
Basque Painting with his work “Honouring to Picasso´s Ger-
nika”. 

Zumeta is involved in the Basque culture.  

Its art activity includes covers for discs of Mikel Laboa ( a fa-
mous Basque singer) because Zumeta is Mikel Laboa’s friend; 
and a design for the wagons of street car of Bilbao. He also illus-
trated some children’s books. 

He has exposed in the Basque Country, Spain, New York  and 
also in different parts of Europe: Germany, Scotland, Praga 
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Zumeta is an expressionist artist. In his art you can 
appreciate figurative and chromatic expressionism. 
An example of figurative expressionism is when you 
draw a distorted person, you can realize that there is 
a person though it has nothing to do with reality. 
Chromatic expressionism is giving strength to the 
work through colour. 

Expressionism is freedom and Zumeta uses that free-
dom in his figurative and chromatic work, that´s why 
sometimes expressionism and abstract mix up in his 
paintings. 

He mostly uses very intense colours to give strength to 
his paintings. 

Strength is what defines Zumeta´s work. He uses the 
brush with strength and in his art you can appreciate 
the strength and power of colour and gesture. 

He is worried about Basque identity, he wants to find 
a common identity in Basque art, that is why he has 
a close relationship with other Basque art expressions. 
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Chromatic expressionism: the 
strength of colour to communicate 

emotions. 

Figurative expressionism:distorted 
objects sometimes difficult to re-

cognize. 

You can also appreciate the strength of the brush– stroke, and how he 
plays with different kinds of lines and spots mixing up expressionism and 

abstract painting. 

Use of  different types of lines and spots like in abstract painting 

He has also designed covers for Basque singer Mikel Laboa´s records and 
illustrated children´s books by Basque writers which reflects his involvement 

in Basque art and culture. 
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In this version of Picasso´s “Gernika” he honours the Spainsh artist. Here 
you can notice the strength of gesture and the use of colour to communica-
te emotions: the red of blood, the confusion , the bombs, the fire, the 
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1st steps 
into art.  

Experimen-
ting with 
coulours. 
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Jorge Oteiza was born in Orio ( Gipuzkoa) in 1908 
and he died in San Sebastian (Gipuzkoa) in 2003. 

Oteiza studied medicine in Madrid for 3 years and 
then, in 1930 he attended the city's School of Art 
and Crafts. 

Between 1935 and 1948 Oteiza was in Latin America and he 
explored and studied Neolithic sites and exhibited his art. He 
came back home in 1949. 

In 1957 Oteiza received the international Grand Prize for 
Sculpture at Sao Paulo Bienal.    

He worked together with other Basque artists such as: Zume-
ta, Basterretxea, Mendiburu, Chillida… 

Oteiza abandoned his work as a sculpturer in 1959 but he 
returned in 1972-75. In 1960 he devoted himself entirely to 
linguistic research specially in Basque Culture. 

Oteiza became famous in 1980. 

He took part in many social movements, he believed that an 
artist had to make people think, had to change society. 

Oteiza exhibited his work in: National Museum Centre of Art 
Reina Sofia in Madrid, the Fundacio Museu d´Art Contempo-
rani in Barcelona, Fine Arts Museum in Bilbao ,the Museé Na-
tional d’art moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 

Some Oteiza’s famous works: 

In 1950 Oteiza produced “Triple and lightweight unit” and in 
the same year he created “the statuary of  Basilica of        
Arantzazu” and  in 1956 he created his “Experimental Labor-
atory”. 
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Oteiza was mainly a sculptor. His work can be classi-
fied as geometric expressionism. In is creations he usu-
ally used those materials that define Euskal Herria: 
stone, wood and iron and he gave them a new 
strength. 

He made lots of experiments and investigations about 
space, one of his main worries. 

He thought that every work of art had a meaning. He 
had a big influence from prehistoric and ancient art 
and in his creations, he looked for the spirituality that 
ancient art communicated. In this search, the vacuum, 
the emptiness had a special meaning for him. It was as 
important as the material itself. 

At the end, he decided that he had learnt everything 
about sculpture so he devoted himself to linguistic re-
search.  
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This is the statuary of the basilic of Arantzazu. Here you can already appreciate 
Oteiza´s worry about space, he considered that fourteen statues would fit better 

in  that space so he sculpted 14 apostles instead of 12. 

In his work “ Ovoid varation of the emptiness of the circle” in Bilbao, 
you can notice the importance of emptiness in Oteiza´s art.  

Geometric   

expressionism 
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Stone, iron and wood, the materials that define Eus-
kal herria and the ones Oteiza uses in his work 

In “Adan y Eva” you can see the 
influence of prehistoric  art. 

In these Works you can see Oteiza´s main worries space and empti-
ness, as well as the materials he uses for his work and his geometric 

expressionism. 

Geometric  expressionism 
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Ibon Aranberri Landa was born in Itziar 
(Gipuzkoa) in 1969. Ibon Aranberri is a mod-
ern artist. 

Before finishing his art studies in the Universi-
ty of the Basque Country, he studied in Milan, Paris and Eng-
land.  

He has lived in different countries like The United States ( New 
York /2003 and 2004) and Japan but now he works and lives 
in Bilbao.  

He took part in KitaKyushu  Centre for Contemporary Art ´s 
investigation programme.  

In 1998 he was chosen for Gure Artea prize. 

He has exhibited his work in many individual exhibitions such 
as: 

2000 Kitakyushu ( Japan): Nippon– Steel 

2002 Gallery Traiekto (Gasteiz): Gaur Egun 

2003 BBK Oñati (Gipuzkua): Zuloa 

2006 Gallery Moises Prez de Albeniz (Iruña): Mar del Pirineo. 

But also in collective ones in different cities like: Viena, Munich, 
Berlín, New York, París , Barcelona, Fukuoka, Frankfurt…. 
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Ibon Aranberri is a modern artist. In the actual concept 
of art, it is not easy to classify work as before, because 
the different fields mix up, creation is research. So 
when we say that Ibon Aranberri is a modern artist, 
we mean that he cannot be defined as a sculptor or 
painter because he communicates through any kind of 
art expression. His art shows the pop world. 

He thinks that the more information you have, the 
better you can do, that is why he usually gathers a lot 
of information for his work.  

He is Oteiza´s follower, he uses art to tell something 
about Basque society and Basque history. He  uses 
mind maps a lot, as part of his art .His creations always 
reflect a social concern. He is particularly concerned 
with the relationship between society, politics and na-
ture. 

In his sculptures he uses the materials and objects he 
likes. He also uses famous logotypes that have some-
thing to do with Basque society for his work. 
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With this creation, Ibon Aranberri shows the social worry of development 
and enviroment. You can see how he uses different objects for his work. 

He uses cultural and political logotypes giving them a different 
meaning to criticize  social attitude. 
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With this work Ibon Aramberri shows his concern about Basque sociey, 
history and nature. This is the entrance to the Basque prehistoric cave of 
Iritegi. He closed the entrance of the cave with metal panels. He left a 
circular windows for the bats and a closed emergency door. The idea 
was to protect what the cave symbolizes: the origine of live, the place 
where the first inhabitants used to gather. 

This was only a part of his work. First he documented himself about 
prehistoric caves in the Basque Country , then he covered the entrance 
of this cave  and then he organizad a visit to it as part of his exhibition. 

With “Dam– Dreams”the artist shows how politics change nature. He 
reports how the building of a dam influences people and nature and he 
documents all that using different means in his exhibitions. He gathers 
lots of information through documents, maps, photographs, inter-
views, fieldtips… to analize the real changes and to make people think 
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He was born in Bilbao in 1972   

 He got his degree in fine arts in the UPV-EHV 
(University of the Basque Country) and he made his 
doctoral studies between 95-97 in UPV-EHU  Bilbao 

In 2001  he took part in DKMuralismo Project, making urban interventions in so many countries.   

He has won many  prizes and awards and has taken part in  different individual exhibitions ( Etxean/ 
Desubicados…) and   collective ones (Art Biennal, Panoramikas, Desparadisoa…)   

  Nowadays, he works in “Learning through  Art”, an educational programme for The Education De-
partment of Guggenheim–Bilbao Foundation.   

We were the lucky ones that had him as an art teacher this school year. 

Eskerrik asko Jorge maitea 

zara irakaslea zoragarria 

Zugaz oso pozik gauz ikas-

ten 

arte bikaina duzu egiten 

Zoria nola, 

laster utziko duzu eskola 

Jorge Rubio gure hoberen 

arteko irakaslea da aurten 

Guggenheimean egiten du 

lan 

eta Zeberioko eskolan 

Buru mapetan 

gabiz gu oraingo kla-

Eskerrik asko Jorge Rubio 

zure klaseak guri asko balio 

Aurten egon zara gure eskolan 

asko ikasi dugu bitartean 

Maisu handia 

dibertigarria ta bizia 

Zurekin artistak ia-ia 

Eskerrik asko Jorge Ru-

bio 

zure barrutik artea dario 

Badekozu bai ezagukera 

ta bazoaz beti marraztera 

Balio duzu!!! 

arte lanak egiten dituzu 

artista handia zarelako zu 

STUDENTS FROM ZUBIALDE  SCHOOL TO 
JORGE RUBIO 

Here you can read some verses written by  students 

thanking Jorge for his help and praising his work 

with them as a teacher and his value as an artist. 
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He was born in Bilbao in 1972   

 He got his degree in fine arts in the UPV-EHV 
(University of the Basque Country) and he made his 
doctoral studies between 95-97 in UPV-EHU  Bilbao 

In 2001  he took part in DKMuralismo Project, making urban interventions in so many countries.   

He has won many  prizes and awards and has taken part in  different individual exhibitions ( Etxean/ 
Desubicados…) and   collective ones (Art Biennal, Panoramikas, Desparadisoa…)   

  Nowadays, he works in “Learning through  Art”, an educational programme for The Education De-
partment of Guggenheim–Bilbao Foundation.   

We were the lucky ones that had him as an art teacher this school year. 

Eskerrik asko Jorge Rubio 

zure klaseak guri asko balio 

Aurten egon zara gure eskolan 

asko ikasi dugu bitartean 

Maisu handia 

dibertigarria ta bizia 

Zurekin artistak ia-ia 
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Hegoak ebaki banizkio 
nerea izango zen, 
ez zuen aldegingo. 
Bainan, honela 
ez zen gehiago txoria 
izango 
eta nik... 
txoria nuen 
maite. 

If I had cut its wings, it 
wouldn´t have flown 
away , but then ...it 
wouldn´t be a bird any 
more and it was the 
bird that I loved 

Basterretxea 

R. Mendiburu 

Zumeta 

Chillida 

Andre Nagel 

Esther Ferrer Dario Urzay 

Sergio Prego 

Txomin Badiola 

Peio Irazu 

Alfonso Gor- J
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